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• Background in NATO = now!

• Quality of care = The building blocks

• Requirements for quality of care in the Alliance = future?
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AGENDA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the background for quality of care in NATOWhat is quality of careWhat are the future requirements for quality in military healthcare



EFFECTIVE
SUSTAINABLE

SAFE
1/19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first thing you learn as an Air Force guy is that air ops must be EFFECTIVE, SUSTAINABLE and SAFE, which is not similar to riskless but free of avoidable gambles. Here, individual professional excellence (pilots, crews, operators) is integrated in a strong command and control organization to accomplish mission success.
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MINDSET

WIDESPREAD CULTURE OF SAFETY AND QUALITY
=

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

2/19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then you go to a modern healthcare facility, and you find something like this, that in my mind corresponds tothis and this situation… Try to go with a checklist for a quality audit to a fighter pilot or a combat unit in operations… Not the way I intend quality management of healthcare in warfighting, because quality at war is uncontrollable with this system, especially in a multinational environment. Like in the execution of air operations, quality in military healthcare is like a military task and relies on the effectiveness of every single unit member or - in this case - caregiver. It is quite a romantic view that puts the patient at the centre of the care, where ideally who identifies a problem must also be an active part to solve it and not outsource this function to other players. It is basically a question of mindset that creates the culture of safety and quality of the whole organization. The same culture we are proud to have in our Allied air force services.
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BACKGROUND

Policies

Allied 
Publications

Guidelines

Fundamental principles, medical issues are not specified.
Supplemented by Strategic Concepts.

NATO policies: WHAT should be done.

NATO doctrine: HOW it should be done

Agreed recommendations for delivery
of best practices (JOGs, CPGs…)

Single documents or respective parts
relevant for the medical support.

The North 
Atlantic Treaty

Operational Documents
Directives – CONOPs – OPLANs – SOPs

MC 326/4

AJP-4.10(C)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, our organization – NATO – is structured to accomplish international agreements with a hierarchy of documents.Policy tells us WHAT should be done – for the medical we have MC 326/4Doctrine tells us HOW it should be done – and we have AJP-4.10Where would I say that quality in healthcare is generated in this system? I would place it here, as a consequence of doctrine but mostly related to the practice and to the context.
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• NATO Policy – MC 326/4 • NATO Doctrine – AJP-4.10(C)
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BACKGROUND

NATIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this regard, NATO policy says… which is better defined in doctrine…But here we stop because in recent operations we have been delivering care under the umbrella of national responsibility. We are quite good in our national systems to deliver high quality care, so far yes…
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ADAPTABILITY

DNBIs…….………………………………………MEDICAL ESTIMATE……………………………………..…………..+BIs

Peacetime Crises Conflict War

AIR SUPERIORITY
REGULAR FLOWING OF AE OPS
LOW DEPENDENCY PTS

SAFETY OF AIR OPS?
SURGES IN EVACUATION REQS

HIGH DEPENDENCY PTS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NATO level of ambition is to generate a response to threats within the whole spectrum of conflict. In permissive environments the Medical Estimate is mainly related to DNBIs which offer a regular flow of minor disease, while contested combat zones provide surges of trauma patients with serious injuries. The engagement of multinational medical support solutions can be very different from our collective experience in solving the regional crises of the Middle East. 
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ART. 5 SCENARIOS AND PATIENT SURGES

CAPACITY THRESHOLD

6/19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Art. 5 operation looks more like Ukraine now than Afghanistan in the past.Only who is in the position to have enough situational awareness can provide adaptable solutions to sustain optimal patient outcomes in a dynamic combat environment.
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WHERE IS CIHSO IN NATO?

CJHQ

CIHSONATIONSResearch

TRANSFORMATION

Concept Development 
and Experimentation

Innovation

Capability Development

OPERATIONSReports and Returns
Asset performance figures

Clinical data and indicators

Shaping solutions

PLAN-REFINE-EXECUTE

Problem definition

Data analysis

Agreed 
practices

Processing evidence

STANDARDISATION
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Presentation Notes
So where is CIHSO in NATO?NATO is made by NATIONS and nations are the main actors in drivingthe STANDARDIZATION process. Standardized practices, materials and administration are used by Allied commands to conduct operations in a way that they can plan-refine-execute and learn from experience. The blue area is the field where CIHSO is played. The best practices must reach out deep downrange to the last patient in operations and the data of the last patient must come all the way back to enable improvement. The rest is research and innovation, which support CHISO but are not part of it.
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MEDICAL END STATE FOR QUALITY IN HEALTHCARE at WHO

World Health Organization, OECD & International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. (2018).
Delivering quality health services: a global imperative for universal health coverage.
https://apps.who.int/iris/handle/10665/272465.

MILITARY STRUCTURES are made for 
MILITARY PURPOSES

BUT

MEDICAL OPERATIONS must assure 
that QUALITY of HEALTHCARE reaches 

the force at risk

In compliance with NATO MEDICAL 
POLICY and REQUIREMENTS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And how do we exactly improve quality of healthcare using a military system designed for warfare? According to the WHO quality in healthcare is linked to 7 elements…Among them, safety of patients is approached in a risk management perspective to mitigate the negative impact of hazards.The other 6 elements represent the positive drive for quality and reflect the performance of our system. Obviously, they must be negotiated according to operational conditions (HA, combat…). So, SAFETY + PERFORMANCE = QUALITY.
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AEROMEDICAL GOVERNANCE

MISSION REPORTS
MISHAPS

AIR FORCE HQ

NEW PROCEDURES
NEW RECOMMENDATIONS

STANAG 7212 – AAMedP-1 (A1) 9/19

FLIGHT SAFETY 
PROGRAM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the SAFETY, do we already have an example? Yes, it is exactly the way a flight safety program works.Observations, measurable data and experience that lead to adapted responses and learning processes.So, the commander uses the information provided by the units to increase the safety of operations, while the flight surgeon uses the information provided by the crews and patients to increase the outcomes on health.
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Aeromedical governance = Sustaining best practices 
across changing operational requirements
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CIHSO

CIHSO (MC 326/4 and AJP-4.10(C))
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And for the PERFORMANCE we can use CIHSO to sustain best practices across changing operational requirements. Medical evidence is translated into best outcomes when accountability, best standards of care and improvement are possible.
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THE NATO 10-1-2(+2) TIMELINE

11/19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have 10 minutes onsite for lifesaving interventions.Then we have up to 1 hour to deliver skilled medical interventions and less than 2 hours to reach a surgical asset. Finally, +2 hours of interfacility transfer to reach a more specialized care.
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CLINICAL STANDARDS

DO
CT

RI
N

E CIHSO

New elements in NATO that are deemed to 
affect health outcomes?

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:

Evidence-based

Medical responsibility resides in the 
standardization process

NOYES

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:

Evidence is not necessarily required, can be 
limited to SME contributions to other non-

medical allied initiatives

(framework concepts required to shape the medical support 
in operations)

ALLIED PUBLICATIONS:

• Planning references with reported 
scientific sources (list of trials, studies…)

• Command responsibility in operations

(standards of care that are agreed to be medical decision-
making tools for the delivery of a minimum common allied 

quality level in healthcare)

GUIDELINES:

• Practice recommendations with graded 
relevance (ie quality, strength…)

• Medical responsibility in operations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, the NATO 10-1-2 timeline falls in the category of Doctrine because it is a framework concept used to shape the medical support in operations and – as such – it is a planning reference and a command responsibility in operations.There is a missing category here. To enable CIHSO we need clinical standards for practice that are an exclusive medical responsibility in operations.
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ACCOUNTABILITY AND OWNERSHIP

MULTINATIONAL

13/19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often times, the NATO medical support system is the result of different national contributions and accountability helps to maintain effective structures and processes. However, nations are individually responsible for their own forces at the two extremes, and Allies share the efforts in between withMultinational agreementsOr with coalition assets to generate sustainable medical services. To be precise, I should also add these assets. In this fragmented scenario, patients must be fluently regulated according to the agreed-upon timelines to accomplish the mission. And guess what… the most cited source of preventable medical problems is communication gaps especially at patient handoffs. Here we have a lot of opportunities…
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IMPROVEMENT

COMBAT CASUALTY 
CARE

CRITICAL CARE 
EVACUATION

<1h 1-3h days/weeks

C
o

m
b

at
 D

e
at

h
s

Case Fatality Rate
15,8% vs   9,4%
Vietnam           Iraq/AFG

Rasmussen TE et al. J Trauma Acute Care Surg. 2014 Sep;77(3 Suppl 2):S55-6 
Kotowal RS et al. JAMA Surg. 2016 Jan;151(1):15-24

Holcomb et al.  J Trauma 2006. Comparison of Statistics for Battle Casualties, 1941-2005.

DAMAGE 
CONTROL

SPECIALIZED
CARE

14/19

3-7 days to home
En route mortality < 1%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Improvement is critical for quality in healthcare. For example, 80% of combat trauma deaths occur in the first hour of injury. Up to 25% of these deaths are preventable and aggravated by long transfers. While chances of survival are very high after reaching a first surgical treatment facility.Consequently, the combination of improved prehospital practice guidelines shorter retrieval times under 60 minutes of transfer and fast strategic evacuations exploiting the low mortality window, in Afghanistan and Iraq generated better outcomes compared to previous conflicts.So, why do I say that quality at war is not controllable. It is not in the short term but it becomes possible when we collect enough data for a credible assessment.
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THE TWO CORE CLINICAL PATHWAYS IN MILITARY HEALTHCARE

PREHOSPITAL CARE
OUTPOSTS

MAJOR TRAUMA Pathway
Blast injuries, gunshot wounds and burns

PRIMARY CARE Pathway
Musculoskeletal injuries, common medical problems, mental 

health, acute syndromes

ROLE 2 MTF

ROLE 1 MTF

ROLE 3 MTF

NATIONAL CARE RETURN TO DUTY

• ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES,
• OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT,
• MONITORING SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE,
• HARMONIZING MILITARY AND MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS.

15/19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Military healthcare is based on two core clinical pathways: one for major trauma and one for primary care. The two pathways are networked by evacuation assets, so that all patients can have access to all treatment options even if locally not available.This separation in pathways helps to differentiate performance indicators in order to keep the focus on the quality objective for each service delivered and makes the understanding of the system performance easier…In certain situations – such as during the covid-19 pandemic or I could also mention CBRN attacks – additional pathways can be created to avoid mutual interference. 
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PATHWAYS IN COMPARISON

MAJOR TRAUMA PATHWAY PRIMARY CARE PATHWAY

Type of clinical conditions High energy impact injuries, and their complications Musculoskeletal injuries, common medical problems, mental health, 
rare acute conditions

Mortality rates Casualty Fatality Rate ≈ 25-30% Casualty Fatality Rate < 0,5%

Dependency levels High Dependency 90% Low - 10% High Dependency

Predictable clinical course
Prehospital lifesaving interventions at point of injury, 

timely evacuation and surgical resuscitation until 
specialized care and rehabilitation

First aid, primary care and treatment with increasing capabilities in the 
continuum of care

Timeliness of care Standard allied interventional timeline for critical patients must be accomplished or according to assigned priority for 
evacuation of non-critical conditions.

Incidence of patients
Surges related to the intensity of conflict

75.7/1000 soldier year (AFG)
>90% of injured evacuated

Constant flow 0,1-0,3% of the force per day
257/1000 soldier year (AFG)
~16% of patients evacuated

Context Presence of enemy or environmental threats - Remote 
off-base locations Generally, inside the perimeter of outposts or of operational bases.

Core Enabling 
Professionals

Prehospital Caregivers skilled in trauma management, 
Critical Care Specialists and Surgeons

All personnel in the prehospital phase, Emergency Medical First 
Responders, General Medicine Providers

Care Objective Save life and reduce disability Prompt Return to Duty

Focus of Indicators Outcomes (mortality, disability…) Process (efficiency, effectiveness…)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two pathways are deeply different: different type of clinical conditions (high energy impact injuries vs common medical complaints) with different mortality rates and dependency level, different exposure to enemy threats, different training requirements for the caregivers and different care objectives (save life vs prompt return to duty).And so we also need different indicators – those measures that we need to assess our system quality.
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NATO MILMED COE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the NATO MILMED COE we are working on creating a COI for quality management in a multinational context. We hope to identify some valuable indicators that should go into the reporting system to sustain the learning processes in the Alliance.So, if any of you feels like participating, please let me know.
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AND SPACE?

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
TECHONOLOGY + ENVIRONMENT = UNPRECEDENTED SOLUTIONS FOR PRACTICE
GOOD OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN THE SPACE MEDICINE WG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what about the future challenges? The future for us is the Space Domain, that is an official domain of operations in NATO since 2019. What we know now is that the NATO principles of the medical support in MC 326/4 – availability of medical capabilities, timeliness of care, continuity of care and optimal standards – are always the same in each and every domain of operations. And this is what happens if I apply our current NATO planning methodology to the medical support of crewed military operations. Moreover, space is a very multidisciplinary context where both the evolving technology (AI, 3D printing, robotics, virtual reality…) and the unfamiliar environment (microgravity, radiation, artificial habitats…) require unprecedented medical solutions and dedicated educational pipelines.
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QUALITY TRANSFER?

?
MILITARY AVIATION MEDICINE MILITARY SPACE MEDICINE

19/19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But how can we transfer the quality of our military aviation medicine services into the Space Domain? Well… this topic will be part of the Space Medicine WG that you are all invited to join on Thursday afternoon.
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CONCLUSIONS

NOW
Quality in multinational healthcare relies on having the right mindset 

and a supportive organization.

HEALTHCARE
Must be monitored for a continuous improvement in the responsible

application of shared practices.

FUTURE
on Earth or in space, will be shaped around multinational solutions to

succeed in complex medical situations with optimal quality outcomes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now quality in multinational healthcare relies on having the right mindset and a supportive organization.But healthcare must be monitored for a continuous improvement in the responsible application of shared practices.Especially because the future – on Earth or in space – will be shaped around multinational cooperation.
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